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Moreover, digital TV forecasted to grow rapidly in India and China. Understanding the Product Life Cycle as
illustrated in Appendix 7 of each product can enable the company to respond with the marcom objectives. July
8, heartofcodes 1 Comment Brand Positioning of Samsung Understand the Segmentation, Positioning, and
Targeting of Samsung Once known to be the low-quality service provider, Samsung is now one of the leading
smartphone makers in the world. People of different demographics and psychographics were considered. We
have that feature on our phone as well â€” so we could very quickly go out to market with slow-mo videos and
showcase that across TV and social platforms. The task is complex, as the market forces vary with every
region. Technology at the right price point is essential for success in the market. The main objective of CRM
is to get to know the customer as well as possible so as to help a company delivery better, more appropriate
and higher added value to the customer. The company is committed to being a market-driven solutions
provider and leader in digital convergence. Samsung move to partner with Google for their Android OS and
the recent series of Smartphone has tremendously brought their revenue to greater heights. Initially his
business focused primarily on trade export, selling dried Korean fish, vegetables, and fruit to Manchuria and
Beijing. The rural targets will help increase the market share. Google cooperates with other mobile phone
manufactures such as Samsung, HTC and Sony in order to install the Android platform on those devices. This
growth can be attributed to the revolutionary technological developments taking place in the consumer
electronics industry. In term of pricing strategy, by building customer experience, Apple makes them feel
I-products have been tailored for themselves. In india Samsung has tough competition with nokia. Therefore
Samsung has developed a lot of products targeting many different customer segments, different income levels
to make sure that their customer easily to find out the product which can be fixed their needs. On the regional
front, we found that the American region, mainly US, is driving the global consumer electronics industry,
closely followed by Europe. Five point Likert scale was used to measure few variables. Forming market
segments 4. Source: Indiainfoline. Consumers perceive Nokia to be the best company in terms of theses two
parameters. Current users of Samsung are generally satisfied with the features and functions of the phone.


